During embryogenesis of all vertebrates, haematopoietic stem/progenitor cells 16 (HSPCs) extrude from the aorta by a complex process named Endothelial-to-17 Haematopoietic Transition (EHT). HSPCs will then colonize haematopoietic organs 18 allowing haematopoiesis throughout adult life. The mechanism underlying EHT 19 including the role of each aortic endothelial cell within the global aorta dynamics 20 remains unknown. In the present study, we show for the first time that EHT involves the 21 remodelling of individual cells within a collective migration of endothelial cells which is 22 tightly orchestrated, resulting in HSPCs extrusion in the sub-aortic space without 23 compromising aorta integrity. By performing a cross-disciplinary study which combines 24 high resolution 4D imaging and theoretical analysis based on the concepts of classical 25 mechanics, we propose that this complex developmental process is dependent on 26 mechanical instabilities of the aorta preparing and facilitating the extrusion of HSPCs. 27 28 29
Introduction 32 33
Transplantation of human blood cells is essential to regularly save lives on a large-scale. 34 However, this method requires an exogeneous allogenic source to avoid histoincompatibility 35 as well as graft versus host disease associated problems. Currently, haematopoietic 36 stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs) can only be produced in vitro by methods involving genetic HSPCs extrusion requires collective EC morphology changes. In order to determine the 137 contribution of neighbouring ECs to the extrusion of HSPCs, we compared the morphology of 138 the emerging cells versus the morphology of their neighbours during EHT. Imaging of the 139 double transgenic line kdrl:utrophin-CH-GFP/kdr:nls-GFP allowed to visualize the 140 boundaries of each individual EC together with its nucleus. Quantification of the cell area 141 between 40 and 60 h.p.f. showed that both emerging cells and their neighbours undergo 142 drastic and rapid morphology changes (Fig. 3) . The area of cells prior to their extrusion 143 significantly reduces and shape changes from flat endothelial to a round plate-like cell (-144 69%±5% decrease in cell area) ( Fig. 3a-b, 3e-g) . In contrast, neighbouring lateral cells 145 increase their area comparably (+60%±9% increase in cell area) ( Fig. 3c-d , 3e-f and 3h). 146 These data confirm that in the absence of divisions in the trunk region, the loss of cells 147 through EHT is mainly compensated by the deformation of the lateral ECs thus assuring 148 global aorta integrity.
150
Extrusion is finalized by actin ring closure around the emerging HSPC. We then focused 151 on the cytoskeletal activity of ECs to understand the mechanism of this dramatic cell-to-tissue 152 reorganization process. First, we used the kdrl:utrophin-CH-GFP line to mark stable F-actin 153 in ECs 21 . 4D confocal imaging during the period of rearrangement (42-60 h.p.f.) showed that 154 EC junctions are highly dynamic and have tight cell-to-cell membrane boundaries 155 (Supplementary Movie S2). Because of the significant vascular cell deformation during 156 EHT, we then analysed the interplay between cytoskeleton activity and HSPCs shape during et al 19 . Transverse view of the aorta shows that the emerging cell membrane and the actin 163 cytoskeleton co-localize to form a perfect circle that closes as the cell exits the DA floor ( Fig.   164 4a-c Supplementary Movie S3). As the kdrl:utrophin-CH-GFP line displays a mosaic 165 expression, not all ECs express Utrophin-CH-GFP and we were therefore able to follow EHT 166 in cases where only the neighbouring cells expressed the GFP probe. In this scenario, we still 167 clearly observed the formation (Fig. 4a, 4d ) and closure of the actin ring ( Fig. 4b-c , e-f), 168 suggesting that the neighbouring cells also actively participate in the ring formation and actin 169 contractile dynamics.
170
In order to visualize all F-actin in the system, we also used a transgenic line expressing 171 Lifeact (a 17-amino-acid peptide that binds to filamentous actin) fused to green fluorescent 172 protein (GFP) 22 . Vascular expression of Lifeact-GFP was driven by the VE-cadherin 173 promoter and this transgenic line was used together with kdrl:caax-mCherry to visualize EC 174 membrane as well. Imaging of VE-cad: Lifeact-GFP was consistent with the results obtained 175 with kdrl:utrophin-CH-GFP and we could follow the formation and closure of the actin ring 176 during EHT (data not shown).
177
To confirm the role of actin polymerization in HSPC extrusion, we treated embryos with 178 drugs blocking actin assembly, Latrunculin B or Rac inhibitor NSC23766. In treated embryos, 179 despite the presence of the aorta diameter modulation, the actin cytoskeleton was highly 180 disrupted and the formation of the actin ring surrounding the emerging cells was not observed 181 ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . Interestingly, the formation of typical plate-like cells in the aorta 182 floor preceding HSPCs extrusion was also not observed (data not shown). We also found that 183 in treated embryos some cells undergoing EHT bent toward the DA lumen: 33%±9% of cells 184 emerged toward DA lumen in Latrunculin B-treated embryos (Supplementary Fig. 2) . These 185 results show the importance of actin polymerization for the acquisition of cell rigidity and the 186 direction of HSPCs extrusion from the aorta in the sub-aortic space. 187 We further looked at the role of the acto-myosin contraction in HSPC extrusion by subjecting 188 embryos to drugs blocking myosin contraction, Blebbistatin and ROCK inhibitor Y-27632.
189
The action of these drugs was very similar to that of the actin-blocking ones. The actin ring 190 surrounding emerging cells was not observed and HSPC exit took longer with some cells 191 undergoing fragmentation during the process (Supplementary Fig. 2) . 192 To quantify the effect of actin polymerization and contraction blocking on haematopoietic 193 organs colonization such as the CHT by HSPCs, we treated cd41:GFP embryos, which 194 express GFP in HSPCs and thrombocytes 23 observations, the EHT transition is a collective phenomenon organized on both tissular and 208 cellular spatial scales ( Fig. 5) . 209 At tissue level, EHT is organized in two phases. In the first phase, from 28 to 42.5 h.p.f. the 210 DA diameter increases ( Fig. 1g and 5a) . At 40 h.p.f. aorta's shape of straight cylinder is 211 distorted by an average diameter modulation along the aorta longitudinal direction ( Fig. 1h 212 and 5a). 213 During this first tissular phase, between 30 and 40 h.p.f., and concurrent with the diameter 214 modulation, at cellular level ECs reorganize themselves spatially and cells, localized on the 215 side of the aorta, migrate towards its floor. This cell migration is a quick process, which takes 216 on average 5.9h±0.7h (counted for 18 cells in 15 individuals).
217
The second tissular phase corresponds to the diameter reduction and the disappearing of the In this article, we study and characterise the EHT process at the cellular and tissular level. We 235 quantify the temporal sequences of cells rearrangements, shape modifications, and their 236 coordination with cellular migration events, whilst the DA tissue takes a peculiar tri-237 dimensional shape in the trunk region. Thanks to 4D imaging and drug treatment, we have 238 organized the EHT process in two different phases of DA dilation and contraction, and 239 analysed the cellular events occurring.
240
To decipher the mechanisms that control the DA shape at various stages of EHT, we discuss supposed to be often used in nature to control and regulate various processes 27 . 250 We argue here that mechanical instabilities are involved in the DA shape transition during 251 EHT. More precisely, global variations of aorta shape in the trunk region assisting EHT are 252 the result of instabilities driven by mechanical stresses of various natures acting on the DA.
253
These stresses emerge spontaneously from the DA inhomogeneous growth and its interaction 254 with surrounding tissues rather than from genetically preprogrammed features of 255 embryogenesis. As a matter of fact, the specific diameter modulation in the lower part of the 256 DA appears even when the morphogenetic program of EHT is strongly altered under 257 inhibition of the runx1 transcription factor 14 . Moreover, cytoskeleton-blocking drugs only 258 affect the final step of extrusion of HPSC, but not at all the previous phases involving the 259 cellular tissue remodeling and the global shape change of the DA.
260
The DA is formed by a single monolayer of cells contrary to an adult aorta multilayer 261 complex organization 14,28 . Therefore, in first approximation, DA can be considered as a thin 262 cylindrical elastic shell. DA is much softer than metallic pipes, and its shape is finally defined . 5c ) and "corrugation instability" (a tube preserves its rotational symmetry 274 along the main axis, but its radius is modulated along the main axis, Fig. 5d ). 275 Euler buckling of the cylindrical tube can be invoked by the compressive stress along the tube 276 main axis. If the surrounding tissues were absent, the DA stability with respect to this mode 277 would have been determined almost exclusively by the bending rigidity of the tube wall.
278
However, as it is proven by the experiment, long-wave buckling instability is irrelevant for 279 the aorta, because notochord and other tissues surrounding the DA prevent its longitudinal 280 axis from bending ( Fig. 1 and 5) . 281 Transverse buckling of the cylindrical shell occurs when transverse isotropic (i.e. possessing 282 the rotational symmetry of the tube) stress in its walls reaches a negative critical value.
283
Stability with respect to transverse buckling is independent on the tension applied along the 284 tube axis and is determined by material constants characterizing the system. This type of 285 mechanical instability also occurs in ordinary rings 31 . Slightly elongated shape of aorta in the 286 dorsal-ventral direction is preserved throughout the whole process and in our opinion this 287 shape is due to an anisotropic compression applied by the muscles located on the sides of the 288 aorta rather than to the transverse buckling instability with spontaneous symmetry breaking.
289
On the contrary, deformation appearing in the DA prior to HSPCs extrusion has a well-290 pronounced space periodicity and amplitude ( Fig. 1c-e,1h, and Fig. 5 ) which makes it similar 291 to the corrugation deformation of an axially compressed thin-walled rigid pipe 32 . Importantly, 292 space period and amplitude of the DA diameter modulation lay beyond the cell diameter and 293 thickness. As it was mentioned before, the blood pressure creates positive stress in DA walls. value and the tube regains its initial not-deformed shape (Fig. 1f, Fig. 5 ). 306 As we show experimentally, chemical perturbation or inhibition of acto-myosin contractility 307 machinery seriously affects only the final event of EHT, i.e. the extrusion of the EHT cell 308 from the aorta endothelium. Very interestingly, we stress that the initial phases of EHT 309 resulting in DA shape distortion still occurs in presence of chemical perturbations. Moreover, 310 the deformation of HSPCs that are preparing to leave the aorta also occurs. What is different 311 is that, in the drug-treated specimens where the actin rings surrounding the cells are absent, 312 many cells do not bend outside (as usual) but do bend inside of the aorta. Based on this 313 observation, we hypothesize that the EHT process is also associated with additional shape 314 instability of individual cells forming the aorta endothelium. We believe that this second 315 instability is also provoked by the stress exerted on the DA tissue, whereas the polymerization 316 of the actin ring and the actin cytoskeleton activity insures the right direction of future HSPC 317 bending and further facilitates its extrusion in the sub-aortic space toward the cardinal vein. 
326
In particular, we profiled a general mechanism based on mechanical instabilities that prepare 327 and support the whole EHT prior to a specific genetic control of the process. Importantly, our 328 interpretation suggests a generic and self-organized mechanism that drives unique collective 329 events of tissue reorganization such as EHT in the development and growth of complex 330 organisms.
331
Further on, it will be interesting to develop a more precise mathematical model for the 332 description of aorta dynamics and study EHT transition in other model systems. Since the 333 aorta of the zebrafish embryo consists in a limited number of cells, which decreases even 334 more during the EHT process, it will be important to combine an analytical continuum model 335 with a coarse-grained approach allowing for the description of individual cells, similarly to 336 ones used in 35-37,38 , but generalized for a curved 2-dimensional surface in 3-dimensional 337 space. 338 We believe that further studies of EHT will shed light on complex HSPC genesis, a Aorta diameter measurement 384 To measure aorta diameter Tg(kdrl:caax-mCherry) embryos were imaged using Zeiss 385 LSM510 as described above. Aorta diameter was measured manually using ImageJ at 10 386 different points along the trunk which were then averaged. To show aorta diameter evolution 387 through time, the aorta was measured every 2.5 hours in 5 embryos. 
